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ABSTRACT
In May 2015, a consultant for country radio revealed a decades’ long practice of limiting space for songs by female artists. He encouraged program directors to avoid playing songs by women back-to-back and advocated for programming their songs at 13-15% of station playlists. His words sparked debate within the industry and drew attention to growing inequalities on radio and within the genre. The majority of these discussions have centered on US country radio, with limited attention to the growing imbalance on the format in Canada. While country format radio in both countries subscribe to a practice of gender-based programming, Canadian program directors are governed by the federal Broadcasting Act, which regulates dissemination of Canadian content. Using metadata extracted from one of the main radio monitoring services – Mediabase, this paper examines gender-related trends on Canadian country format radio between 2005 and 2019. Through data-driven analysis of Mediabase’s weekly reports, this paper shows declining representation of songs by women on Canadian country radio and addresses the impact of Canadian content regulations on this process.

1. INTRODUCTION
Gender has long been a central dynamic of programming in the country music industry. In the early days of the genre, male artists were associated with “public work” and commercial success, while women were tucked away in domestic, administrative and musically supporting roles [1-2]. Despite their significant contributions to the genre on the stage and behind the scenes, female artists have historically been limited on radio playlists, tours, television programs, and label rosters [3-5]. Since the 1960s, radio programmers have employed a form of gender-based scheduling as a means to structure and balance playlists; claiming they had fewer songs by women, programmers “spread out” their songs to avoid repetition [6]. This practice formalized in the late 1990s through the work of a radio consultant who developed a system for programming songs by women at 13-15% of playlists [7]. In May 2015, after nearly two decades of promoting his formula, the consultant spoke openly about his method, arguing that the format’s majority female fanbase prefers male voices and advocated employing his formula to make ratings [7].

In the 5 years following this interview, research has addressed the growing imbalance on terrestrial radio. Data-driven studies have challenged the industry’s growing “anti-female” myth and evaluated the decline in representation on industry charts [8-11]. Using airplay reports to investigate programming practices, recent studies revealed a 66% decline in the number of songs by women within the Top 150 on Mediabase’s Yearend reports [12] and an increase in the ratio of spins for songs by men and women from 2 to 1 in 2000 to 10 to 1 by 2018. They also evaluated the distribution of spins for songs by women and found that women were underrepresented across all dayparts in the 24-hour cycle [13]. Taken together, these studies reveal the long-term impact of the gender-based programming on US country format radio.

While gender representation on US country format has been widely discussed, growing inequalities on terrestrial radio in Canada has not received the same attention. A September 2019 report took preliminary steps toward evaluating representation on Canadian country format radio [14], finding similar disparity as in the US but did not fully address the impact on Canadian artists. Given the federal laws regulating Canadian Content, it is important to consider representation through a geo-cultural lens. The present study seeks to extend this framework to consider compliance with federal content regulations and its impact on programming female artists on Canadian country radio.

Adopting methods for Big Data research in the humanities and social sciences [15-18], and influenced by prosopography [19-21], this paper presents an approach for using music industry data to study what airplay and biographic metadata can tell us about socio-cultural and institutional frameworks that govern popular cultures. To do so, I extracted weekly reports of aggregated radio airplay metadata from the Mediabase radio monitoring service’s database and built a prosopography of all artists whose songs were played on Canadian country radio between 2005 and 2019. Using RapidMiner, these datasets were then joined to enable data-driven analysis of the community of artists whose songs are programmed on Canadian country radio. This study aims to answer several inter-related questions about representation. First, does the number of songs by male artists exceed those by women on Canadian country radio as it does in the US? Second, how often are songs by women programmed and at what time of day? Finally, how does this programming impact contention on weekly charts? Through each of these questions, the geo-origins of artists are considered in order to facilitate a deeper understanding of how Canadian Content regulations might help or hinder representational issues.
2. CONTEXT – CANADIAN RADIO

Broadcast radio in Canada began in the early 1920s (like the USA), with licenses for purchase from the national Department of Marine and Fisheries by groups that operated limited daytime programming [22-23]. As Canadian radio developed through the first half of the century, programming did not reflect the country’s cultural heritage. By the late 1960s, as a renewed sense of nationalism emerged surrounding the country’s centenary celebrations, there was a growing concern of Americanization of Canadian culture in general, and on broadcast radio specifically. Terrestrial radio was dominated by musical imports: by 1968 only 4% to 7% of the songs broadcast were Canadian, with the remaining songs programmed primarily by musicians from the USA [22]. With little support from radio, Canadian artists struggled to break through the national market – which limited their reach outside of the country [22-23].

Debate came to a head in 1971 with the passage of the Broadcasting Act, which outlined Canadian content regulations that would be overseen by the newly formed Canadian Radio-Television Commission (CRTC) [24-25]. These regulations sought to carve out space for Canadian music on AM and (later) FM radio, governing the minimum percentage of songs aired and their time of day – to ensure that Canadian songs are not ghettoized in the overnights. As of 1998, stations are required to play 35% Canadian content [26-27].

In addition to a content quota, the Broadcasting Act also outlines criteria for evaluating a song’s “Canadianness”. Known by its acronym MAPL, the system includes the following criteria:

1. Music is composed entirely by a Canadian;
2. Artist performing the music or lyrics is Canadian;
3. Performance is (i) recorded wholly in Canada or (ii) performed and broadcast wholly in Canada; and
4. Lyrics are written entirely by a Canadian [28].

A musical work must fulfill two of these conditions to qualify as Canadian and count toward a station’s quota.

3. DATASET

The dataset for this study was curated from the weekly airplay reports generated by Mediabase, a music industry service that monitors airplay in the US and Canada. The dataset contains 319,369 records capturing the weekly activity of the 6,675 unique songs played on Canadian country format radio between 2005 and 2019. The reports include descriptive metadata about the songs played on Canadian country radio (artist, featured artist, title, label and release year) as well as information about their weekly activity (report date, weekly ranking and status, as well as distribution of spins overall and across all 5 dayparts). The 780 weekly reports were downloaded directly from Mediabase’s database, cleaned and merged, and then structured to discover gender- and race-related trends that characterize programming on country format radio. As such, they were augmented with a metadata capturing the biographic details of the artists and ensembles, including genre, ensemble type, gender, race/ethnicity and country of origin.

Country radio programmers use just two labels to code artists in their scheduling software: “male” and “female,” and apply the latter designation to male-female ensembles – even if the group has a male lead [29]. Moving outside of the industry’s strict binary coding system, this study follows the practice employed in previous studies, using three codes to define artists’ biological and sociological status: M for men, W for Women, and M-F for male-female ensembles [11-16]. While this coding system still works with gender binaries, the aggregated radio reports do not include transgender and gender non-binary artists. Thus, while more nuanced categories could be used, the absence of LGBTQ artists in the dataset is suggestive of larger socio-culture issues within programming that are in dire need of attention. This study thus acknowledges their absence and advocates for more inclusive programming.

4. RESULTS

The stations reporting to country format radio play contemporary country music (sometimes referred to as “country-pop”), not what one might call “classics” (i.e. songs by older generations often credited with developing the sound and culture of the genre). The reports include both current singles vying for chart contention and songs in “recurrent” status, which are comprised of songs that have exited the chart but still played regularly on radio that have become part of a station’s back catalogue of standards. Generally, these songs include only those that were released within the preceding five years. Sections 4.1 to 4.3 evaluate representation across all songs played on radio, and Section 4.4 focuses just on the charting activity of current singles.

4.1 Gender representation

Over the course of this 15-year study period, songs by 1,309 artists were played on Canadian country format radio. 59.6% were men, 34.0% were women, 6.4% were male-female ensembles. While this amounts to a 60/40 split for male-only acts and acts that include women (as per radio coding), just 27.9% of all artists are played regularly on country format radio and with enough daily support to make the weekly charts. As such, even fewer female artists are heard regularly on radio. The overwhelming majority of these artists – 94.9% – are white, while 1.4% are Black, 0.8% are Indigenous, 1.1% are multi-racial, and 0.7% identify as having Filipino, Columbian, Hispanic, Latin, and Portuguese heritage. The ethnicity of 1.2% of the artists was unverifiable. This preliminary level of evaluating the identity of the artists reveals gender imbalance, to be sure, but also an overwhelming racial inequality that privileges white artists and excludes Black, Indigenous, Musicians of Colour (hereafter as BIMOC).

Table 1 parses data for the 6,675 songs played on country radio by gender and geo-origins, summarizing the number and percentage of unique songs by Canadians and non-Canadians played on Canadian country format radio between 2005 and 2019. Songs by Canadian artists consistently occupy 46% of the weekly programming. The remaining 54% of the songs are by non-Canadian artists (mostly from the USA). The majority of the songs were by non-Canadian men (37.9%) with those by Canadian men (29.4%) coming in second. Songs by Canadian and non-Canadian women and male-female ensembles occupy approximately the same percentage (16.3%) of songs.
This picture changes when evaluating representation of all songs on the weekly reports, which reveals how many times these songs are included on weekly playlists across the country. As Table 2 summarizes, 75.5% of the songs were by men, 19.3% were by women, and 5.1% were by male-female ensembles. Here, too, non-Canadian men dominate the Canadian country format soundscape, with both Canadian and non-Canadian women occupying just under 10% of weekly radio playlists. These results show that there are not just fewer songs by women (Table 1), but that they are less frequently included on station playlists (Table 2) than those by their male colleagues. The gap thus increases from 59.2% unique songs by men and women to 74.4% when evaluating the rate at which those songs appear on weekly playlists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Canadians</th>
<th>Non-Canadians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>1,965 (29.4%)</td>
<td>2,528 (37.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>942 (14.1%)</td>
<td>892 (13.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male-female ens.</td>
<td>162 (2.4%)</td>
<td>186 (2.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total songs</td>
<td>3,069 (45.9%)</td>
<td>3,606 (54.1%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Gender representation of unique songs played on Canadian country format radio

As with the number of unique artists, 96.4% of the unique titles are by white artists. This figure does not change when evaluating the full representation of all songs on the weekly reports. In both perspectives, songs by Black artists make up just 1.3% of the songs played on Canadian country radio, with 1.0% by Indigenous artists, 0.4% by multi-racial artists and all other ethnicities performing the final 0.9%. Few titles by artists who are BIMOC are included on Canadian country radio station playlists.

Figure 1 graphs distribution of songs on the weekly reports by artists’ gender and geographic origins. Songs by Canadian artists are displayed in the line graph with those by non-Canadians in the columns, with light grey representing men, dark grey for women, and black for male-female ensembles. This graph shows that all male artists were programmed at a higher rate every year in this study period. Although the number of songs by men fluctuates, they consistently average 75.6% of the songs played and increase to 82% by 2017, as the percentage of songs by women decline. Canadian male artists consistently occupy 33% of the weekly reports, with songs by non-Canadian men receiving averaging 43% of the weekly playlists.

At the start of this period, women were responsible for an average of 22.7% of the songs played. But between 2009 and 2012, there was a 33% decline in the number of songs by men and women on the weekly airplay reports. Despite the fact that the change appears to have impacted men more in this period, both suffered a 33% loss in songs on the reports. The gap between men and women remains relatively stable through this period of decline, but steadily widens to a high of 69.2 percentage points by 2017. As the number of songs by women declined between 2009 and 2012, male-female ensembles increased from 5.3% to 9.1%, and then declined back to 2.9% by 2019. This shows more clearly the impact of coding male-female ensembles as “females” in programming, as the ensembles simply replace solo female and all-female ensembles in playlists.

4.2 Distribution of spins

The results above show that an average of 19.3% of the songs played on Canadian country radio are by women, but that picture begins to change when evaluating how often songs are played at the level of accumulated “spins”. Not only does this provide a sense of the space available for songs by women on radio, but it also aids in understanding how often the average listener actually hears women’s voices on radio.

Figure 2 maps the distribution of all songs played on radio according to the total spins accumulated weekly, using the same geo-cultural and gender distribution as Figure 1. This figure paints a strikingly different picture of Canadian country radio culture. The number of spins for songs on country radio increased 55% overall between 2005 and 2019, with the majority of spins are granted to songs by non-Canadian men (averaging 50% of the spins), with those by Canadian men coming in second (averaging 30%). Combined, male artists average 80% of the spins over the course of this period. This leaves the remaining 20% for female artists and male-female ensembles. Songs by Canadian women average 7% of the spins on weekly playlists, while airplay for non-Canadian women declines steadily from 14% in 2005 down to 6% by 2019.

Here, too, as with the number of titles included on playlists, songs by artists who are BIMOC are drastically
underrepresented. White artists received a majority of the annual airplay, with more than 90% annually. While this level of racial inequity is disheartening, the data shows that the percentage of spins for Black and Multi-racial artists increased from 0.2% to 8.3% by 2019. These spins are divided between 15 country artists, 10 of which are men who receive 7.8% of the spins. The 4 women of colour played on radio received a combined 0.5% of the annual spins.

Figure 2. Distribution of spins for songs by Canadians (lines) and non-Canadians (columns)

The picture that emerges in Figure 2 is one of growing inequality and cultural imbalance. While the number of spins for songs by women increases between 2005 and 2019, their representation within the full ecosystem decreases, dropping 10 percentage points over the course of this period. The decline in overall representation of women can be explained by an increase in the number of country format stations from 21 stations reporting to Mediabase in 2005 to 36 by 2019. As such, songs aren’t being played more, they are spread out across more stations.

4.3 Time of Day

It is also important to understand the time of day that these songs are heard by the majority of radio listeners. The 24-hour period at radio is divided into 5 dayparts:

- Overnights (12:00 a.m. to 6:00 a.m.),
- Morning (6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.),
- Midday (10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.),
- Afternoon (3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.), and
- Evening (7:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m.) [30].

The evening and overnight dayparts register the smallest listening audiences (8% and 4% of the listening audience [31]), but this is when the majority of songs are played with 22% of the spins in the evening and 28% in the overnights. The morning, midday and afternoons periods have the highest percentages of tuned-in listeners (21%, 26% and 21%, respectively [31]); and yet, these three dayparts have the lowest percentage of songs played. Just 13% of the daytime spins occur in the morning, with 20% in the midday and 16% in the afternoon.

Figures 3a and b map the distribution of spins for men, women and male-female ensembles in 2005 and 2019 according to the time of day that songs are played and by country of origins, drilling further into the distribution of spins reported in Figure 2. The columns are presented in temporal order from the overnights (left) to the evening (right) for each category, with shading to represent geographic origins of the artists (non-Canadians in a solid shade, with Canadians in a patterned shade). While the amount of spins for songs by women has increased (as in Figure 2), there is an overall decline in representation because of the significant increase for songs by men. In 2005, songs by men received 74.4% of the daytime spins, with 23.1% for songs by women and 2.5% for male-female ensembles. By 2019 (Figure 3b), male artists were receiving 83.3% of the total daytime spins. Despite an increase in spins for songs by women over this period, by 2019 songs by women occupy a smaller percentage of the daytime spins.

Figure 3a. Distribution of spins by daypart in 2005

Figure 3b. Distribution of spins by daypart in 2019

What is more disconcerting is the distribution across all five dayparts: songs by women register nearly the same percentage overall as men do in a single daypart for both periods. What this distribution shows is that songs by women are barely heard in daytime hours (6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.), periods with the most listeners. Graphing distribution in this manner also shows clearly how the increase in spins for Canadian women factors on a 24-hour cycle. While they occupy the same space percentage of spins over this period, the number of spins distributed to Canadian women increases, while spins for non-Canadian women decreases.

Taking into account the increase in the number of stations reporting to Mediabase between 2005 and 2019, the number of songs per day can then be mapped to each daypart. As summarized in Tables 2a and 2b, songs by women are not being heard more on Canadian country format radio, they are spread across more stations. Thus, this type
of programming marginalizes female artists and ghettoizes their songs to a time of day when the majority of the listening audience is sleeping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Canadians</th>
<th>Non-Canadians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overnight</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midday</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Canadians</th>
<th>Non-Canadians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overnight</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midday</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afternoon</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>96</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2a. Number of songs played by non-Canadian and Canadian artists in 2005

Table 2b. Number of songs played by non-Canadian and Canadian artists in 2019

4.4 Women on the Charts

How often a song is played on radio significantly impacts its chart contention. Songs that enter and climb the weekly airplay charts receive the most weekly spins across Canada’s reporting stations and are most often heard by audiences. Just 32.7% of the unique songs played on country radio appeared on weekly airplay charts, 75% by men, 19% by women and 6% by male-female ensembles. While the charts are certainly not a measure of “quality”, they are an industry standard of measuring a song’s success and are integral to an artist’s development: success on the airplay chart is linked to opportunities within the industry, including tours, festivals and eligibility for industry awards.

Between 2005 and 2019, the average amount of spins needed for a song to break into the 50-position chart increased 50% from 100 to 150 weekly spins. As this base number increased, the number of charting songs by women decreased. Figure 4 maps the distribution of these songs on the 50-position weekly airplay chart, showing the dominance of non-Canadian men (46.7%), followed by Canadian men (28%). Representation of female artists declines from 25.2% to 12.2% in 2018 before increasing to 17.7% (with 10.2% for Canadians and 7.5% for non-Canadians).

Given the racial inequity noted at the level of the full weekly reports, it is not surprising that the 50-position chart is dominated by white artists. Though significantly underrepresented, there have been increasingly more songs by artists who are BIMOC – from 1.0% in 2005 to 9.2% by 2019. These songs, however, are performed by just 14 unique artists, 10 of which are men and who are responsible for 80% of the 83 charting songs by BIMOC.

Representation worsens when drilling into the top positions on the weekly airplay charts. The bar for entering the Top 10 positions on the weekly chart increased 59%, from 390 to 950 weekly spins by 2019. This, coupled with declining number of songs by women, resulted in a gradual disappearance of their songs from the top positions. As visible in Figure 5, the same general geo-cultural pattern is maintained: non-Canadian men dominate the chart and Canadian men come in second. Unlike above, however, Canadian women are significantly underrepresented in the Top 10, with an average of just 2.4% of the songs against 9.8% by non-Canadian women. By 2019, songs by both groups make up 5% of the annual Top 10.

Representation in the top positions of the chart is particularly dire when evaluating racial equity: just 3.5% of the Top 10 songs are by artists who are BIMOC. Despite the noted absence overall, there percentage of Top 10 songs by artists who are BIMOC increases from 0% in 2005 to 8.6% by 2019. Just two women of colour – Ojibwe artist Crystal Shawanda and Columbia-Canadian Kira Isabella – were responsible for five Top 10 songs between 2008 and 2014, none of which reached the top of the chart. Women of colour are thus absent from the top 10 positions of the chart, significantly limiting their exposure and shutting them out of opportunities within the industry.
average of 3% in the final years. Canadian artists are nearly absent from the top of the chart in the first 7 years of the period. With the exception of one #1 song for Terri Clark in 2008, Canadians were completely shut out of the top position of the chart until 2012, when Canadian male artists begin to achieve #1 songs – averaging three a year. Given the trends discussed thus far, Canadian women (and male-female ensembles) are the most underrepresented group, with just five #1 songs over 15 years. As the space available for women on station playlists declines, that accolade becomes increasingly unattainable for female artists.

![Figure 6. Distribution of #1 songs on the weekly chart by Canadians (lines) and non-Canadians (columns)](image)

## 5. DISCUSSION

The findings of this study illustrate that gender and racial inequality plagues Canadian country format radio. Not only do white, male artists have more songs on Canadian country radio overall and annually, but their songs are also played more often throughout the 24-hour cycle. The findings here echo the inequality identified in studies of US country format radio [12-13]. In Canada, as in the US, the gap between songs by men and women increases from 67.9% in 2005 to 76.5% by 2019 – a disparity that holds true (and indeed worsens) at the level of weekly airplay, time of day programming, and on the weekly charts. Racial inequity, though not surprising for this genre, is particularly problematic: while there has been an increase in representation of artists who are BIMOC over this period, their voices are nearly absent from radio. Only 14 artists who are BIMOC had enough airplay to have charting songs, just 4 of whom are women. Thus, over the course of this 15-year period, not only have songs by women started to disappear from the Canadian country charts and from the #1 position on the weekly reports, but women of colour are excluded from participation.

The Canadian content regulations offer another layer to this discussion. While this study revealed that 44% of the songs played on radio are performed by Canadians, those songs receive just 38.2% of the annual spins, with 30.3% songs by men, and just 6.6% by women and 1.3% by male-female ensembles. Thus, even though stations are fulfilling their content requirements, they average just above the quota and privilege non-Canadian artists. Indeed, non-Canadian men dominate at all levels of programming: they have the most songs, the most spins, the highest percentage of daytime programming and the most charting songs. Canadian men are second to non-Canadian men at all levels, with the exception of #1 songs – where non-Canadian women rank second overall in the number of chart-topping songs. While Canadian women are underrepresented, to be sure, the trend at all levels of analysis (with the exception of the #1 position) is one of decline for non-Canadian women against an increase in songs, spins and daytime activity for Canadian women. This is not simply a result of the dwindling number of songs by women in the broader country music market but is suggestive of a trend in which program directors are creating more opportunities for the Canadian female artists – even if marginal.

Drilling into these weekly reports in this manner reveals the dominance and success of non-Canadians. Canadian artists receive enough spins to fulfill federal regulations on programming but are not favored enough within daily programming to have greater successes within the top positions of the weekly charts. Their near absence from the top of the chart – especially in the case of Canadian women – reveals a limit on success for the country’s most prominent country artists on Canadian radio. While this of course makes business sense when considering that Nashville, Tennessee has been the centre of the industry since the genre formed, this is a missed cultural opportunity to further develop the industry north of the 49th parallel.

## 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Music industry data offers a unique opportunity to evaluate the changing dynamics of a genre’s culture and gain a better understanding of the composition of its cultural ecosystem. What emerges in the results of this study is a feedback loop that has slowly eliminated opportunities (in the form of daily airplay) for female artists, and gradually erases them from the industry’s ecosystem. Women of colour are most impacted by this practice and excluded from participation. Program directors use this same airplay data to make programming decisions for their stations and then use the absence of songs by women on weekly reports and popularity charts to justify and maintain a gender-based programming practice. This is what data scientists refer to as “digital redlining” [32-33], a system by which data indirectly or directly uses criteria like gender, sexuality, and ethnicity to make assessments and recommendations.

Beyond the impact that these practices have on the livelihood of female artists, gender-based programming is also culturally damaging. Current practices, which focus heavily on repetition of songs by white, male voices, creates increased familiarity with those male artists and results over time in a more homogenized sound [34]. In this context, female voices – especially of artists who are BIMOC, have become increasingly unfamiliar to country radio audiences. This type of programming completely alters the public’s perception of who is contributing to country music culture and contributes to a growing crisis of inequality.

Radio airplay is only one part of the story regarding gender inequality. The lack of radio airplay for songs by women deters labels and publishers from investing in female artists, and songwriters are discouraged from writing songs for them [35]. As such, next steps in this project will evaluate representation across label and publishing rosters to better understand how they operate within this system. In this regard, gender-identity and sexuality must be incorporated into future studies to investigate how these practices have been structured to establish and maintain the white, male, heteronormative discourse that pervades country music’s narrative and culture.
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